Livestock Show Clinic
Planning Meeting
April 10, 2019
Minutes
Attending: Tori Babcock, Becky Grabarski, Emily Dahlke, Tina Kolb, Kayla Kolb, Hailey Kolb,
Josh Oleson, Kelly Oleson, Robyn Gabriel
Reviewed updated schedule:
Species

Leader

Other

Dairy

Robin Gabriel

9:00 am

Poultry/Rabbits

Kayla & Haily Kolb

10:00 pm

Hoof Care

Josh

10:00 pm

Beef

Josh Oleson

Lunch

Kelley Oleson

Sheep / Goats

Tori Babcock

Swine

Jodie Bork

1:30 pm

Nutrition

Allied

2:30 pm

Kally Koch

Time - 45 min.
blocks
Subject to Change

11:00 am
12:00 pm

Dakota Bockenhauer

12:30 pm

Provide information ahead of time for printing, want to be able to give youth printouts for reference
as they get ready for their fairs.
Discussion items:
1. Josh will follow up with Allied regarding nutrition session.
a. Also on Nutrition, Allied, Purina, and Lime Ridge will have displays set up.
2. Door Prizes to participants, Kelly agrees this a good idea. Everyone to contact people that they
work with to see about this.
a. Look to get donations: Feed, Equipment, or possibly coupons to businesses.
3. Skil-a-Thon: Becky Grabarski is working on having a number of mini stations that will be set up.
After completing the station, the answer key will be present to check answers right away for the
youth.
a. A number of items will also tie in with what is being taught in the specie stations
b. Specific items will then be used in the test skill-a-thon in July.
4. Lunch: Grilled Brats/Hot dogs, Chips, Cookies, Drinks (Kelley in charge)
a. Kendall will help with this
b. Tori will get the Brats to Kelly before Friday, they will be grilled and in a nesco.
5. Space heaters if weather is bad - Forcast is 55 on 4/20
a. Will opt for not needing these

b. Will email all to remind them to dress for outside weather.
6. Payment to Presenters
a. Propose 75 per presenter that is certified judge + gas card
b. Gas card to presenter not from our committee
c. Presenters are Kally and Dakota that are cerified judges - 2 @ 75
d. Gas Cards for, Jodie Bork, Allied Nutrition, Purina Nutrition (3)
7. Vet Care:
a. New Horizons Vet has not responded,will remove this for this year, look at again in the
future.
8. Still looking for a sound system. Contact Adams UWEX as believe they have one. Contact Bob
Kierstyn.
9. Email to Executive committee for costs after tonight's meeting
a. Presenters: 2 @ 75
b. Gas Cards: 5 @ 25
c. Food
10. Adams County Education Credit - Make sure to have forms available
a. Will also do up the information packets ahead of time.
11. Promote to any youth in 4-H or FFA or other youth groups interested in showing livestock.
12. Area Extensions offices and Ag Advisors will be encouraged to promote and can help in anyway
they are able to.
a. Alana Voss will be here
b. Becky Grabarski is hoping to be in attendance
13. Registrations so far were at 36.
14. Josh Oleson will be setting up gates on Friday and moving tables and benches.
15. Discussion held on wanting this to continue as an annual event with the multi county focus.
a. Would like to see this be held at rotating counties in the future
b. All agree to keep this going in the future, focus can be updated each year.

